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Leonberg, December 17, 2020

TECHART individualization and power boost to up
to 750 hp for the Porsche Cayenne models.
New TECHART Engine Powerkit for the Porsche Cayenne GTS completes
the TECHART individualization program for the Cayenne models.
With the dynamic TECHART Aerokit, powerful engine upgrades, new sports exhaust systems and five
TECHART wheel designs as well as fully tailor made interiors, TECHART offers a wide refinement and
individualization program for the current Porsche Cayenne models.

In particular the performance upgrade for the Cayenne GTS with an additional power of 133 kW
(180 hp) and an increased torque of 250 Newtonmeters is more than impressive. Furthermore, it races
from 0 to 100 km/h a full second faster than the series vehicle. However, that is not all, equipped with
the TECHART Powerkit it slashes the sprint time from 0 to 200 km/h by five seconds to 12,5 seconds
overall compared to the regular model.

The core of the powerkits is the TECHART TECHTRONIC engine management system. The installation
is easy and quick, and it can be done by every authorized TECHART sales partner without touching the
standard engine management.

TECHART highlights its status as a premium brand with the european-wide TECHART PROTECT
Warranty as well as the TECHART TECHTRONIC Warranty outside Europe for individualized new and
pre-owned Porsche vehicles.
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Distinctive exterior styling with the TECHART Aerokit.
The TECHART Aerokit for the Cayenne SUV and Coupe models provides extensive body styling
options. With a dynamic front view and an aerodynamic front hood, entirely made of carbon fiber as well
as an extremely powerful rear end, the TECHART body styling is a statement of individualism.
Its independent front spoiler design and the carbon fiber aero engine lid featuring distinctive air intakes,
integrates seamlessly with the Cayenne body styling. Discreet. But nonetheless, the TECHART Aerokit
for the Cayenne models embodies both elegance and sportiness, setting it apart from the standard
models. The rear view presents the contoured rear hatch spoiler and the add-on lip for the Cayenne’s
roof spoiler. The powerful design of the rear apron incorporates a diffusor and surrounds the TECHART
sport exhaust system and its stainless titanium/carbon fiber tailpipes perfectly.

For maximum individualization opportunities, parts of the TECHART Aerokit as well as standard body
parts can be varied and combined according to individual preferences. The new three-dimensional
TECHART lettering for the Cayenne’s rear allows to visibly set the individualized vehicle apart from the
series models.
Good to know: the TECHART Aerokit is also available for all Porsche Cayenne models with towbar
system as well as for all US-versions.

Impressive power boost up to an additional 180 hp and emotional
TECHART sound for the Cayenne models.
Powerful engine enhancements are provided by TECHART for the full range of Cayenne models. This
includes: Cayenne, Cayenne S, Cayenne E-Hybrid and Cayenne Turbo as well as Cayenne Turbo S EHybrid. New to the portfolio is the TECHART powerkit for the Cayenne GTS. All powerkits are available
for the Coupe models.

The new TECHART TECHTRONIC powerkit provides additional 180 horsepower (133 kW) at the push
of a button and the maximum torque is increased by 250 Newtonmeters to a total of 870 Newtonmeters.
The maximum speed is raised by 30 km/h compared to the series model to 300km/h. The TECHART
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TECHTRONIC powerkit is based on the TECHART TECHTRONIC engine management system, which
ensures an easy and quick installation, which can be done by every authorized TECHART sales
partner.

Technical specification of the TECHART Powerkits:
TA 09Y/1 Powerkit

TA 09Y/S1 Powerkit

for
Power Enhancement
Torque Increase
Total Power Output
consisting of

Cayenne (250 kW/340 PS/450 Nm)
+29 kW (+40 PS)
+100 Nm
279 kW (380 PS)/max. 550 Nm
TECHART TECHTRONIC

Cayenne S (324 kW/440 PS/550 Nm)
+51 kW (+70 PS)
+250 Nm
375 kW (510 PS)/max. 650 Nm
TECHART TECHTRONIC

Acceleration
0-100 km/h
0-200 km/h
Top Track Speed

4,9 s
19,3 s
253 km/h

4,1 s
14,3 s
275 km/h

TA 09Y/E1 Powerkit

TA 09Y/S1.1 Powerkit
Cayenne GTS (338 kW/460 PS/
620 Nm)

consisting of

Cayenne E-Hybrid (340 kW/462 PS/
max. 450 Nm und 700 Nm
Systemmoment)
+65 kW (+88 PS)
+130 Nm
405 kW (550 PS)/max. 580 Nm
Drehmoment / 830 Nm
Systemmoment
TECHART TECHTRONIC

Acceleration
0-100 km/h
0-200 km/h
Top Track Speed

4,8 s
17,0 s
253 km/h

3,6 s
12,5 s
300 km/h

for

Power Enhancement
Torque Increase
Total Power Output
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+250 Nm
471 kW (640 PS)/ max. 870 Nm
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TA 09Y/T1
Powerkit

TA 09Y/T2
Powerkit

TA 09Y/T1.1
Powerkit

for

Cayenne Turbo (404
kW/550 PS/770 Nm)

Cayenne Turbo (404
kW/550 PS/770 Nm)

Power Enhancement
Torque Increase
Total Power Output

+66 kW (+90 PS)
+130 Nm
471 kW (640 PS)/
max. 900 Nm
TECHART
TECHTRONIC

+110 kW (+150 PS)
+130 Nm
515 kW (700 PS)/
max. 900 Nm
TECHART
TECHTRONIC

Cayenne Turbo S EHybrid (404 kW/550 PS/
max. 770 Nm und
900 Nm Systemmoment)
+51 kW (+70 PS)
+130 Nm
551 kW (750 PS)/
max. 1.030 Nm
TECHART
TECHTRONIC

3,7 s
13,4 s
300 km/h

3,3 s (3,2 s)
11,2 s
300 km/h

3,5 s
11,9 s
300 km/h

consisting of

Acceleration
0-100 km/h
0-200 km/h
Top Track Speed

TECHART sports exhaust systems.
Audible driving pleasure, EU type-approved: the TECHART Rear Muffler with electronic dynamic valve
control. Depending on the model, it is compatible with the series tailpipes and for a perfect match, it can
be combined with the TECHART titanium/carbon fiber sport tailpipes. The system features a TECHART
silencer made of polished stainless steel with two electronic exhaust valves and TECHART dynamic
valve control management.

Export only: TECHART Sports Exhaust Systems featuring a muffler replacement pipe provide a pure
racetrack soundscape. Unfiltered racing sound is provided by a special sound bypass device which
replaces the center muffler.
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Extensive TECHART wheel range with light alloy and forged rims as well as
sports chassis.
The extensive TECHART wheels program sets a statement for individualization – from timeless classic
to the low-weight sport-oriented styling. If desired, decorative accents in individually selectable
colors.can be added for selected wheels.

The TECHART Formula V multi spoke wheel comes bi-colored in titanium grey/gloss turned or
black/gloss turned, while the low weight and particular sport-oriented styled forged 22-inch Formula VI
wheel can be chosen single and multi color pained, with an optional gloss turned front surface.
The TECHART Daytona II forged wheel is available in 22-inch for the Cayenne models. It can be
configured individually in one- or two-tone color with an optional gloss turned front surface. If desired,
the wheel can be ordered in the variant Dualpaint: uni color finish, front surface accentuated in the RAL
color of your choice.

The five-spokes TECHART Formula wheel is available in 23-inch, while the TECHART Formula IV
wheel reinterprets the renowned TECHART Formula wheel design in a sporty five twin-spokes
structure. Available for the Cayenne models in 22-inch, it adds new great TECHART styling options for
both SUV and Coupe.
Wheels can be individually highlighted by a high-temperature resistant color-coordinated coating of the
brake calipers. TECHART spacers create a wider track and add an even sportier look to the vehicle and
increase its presence immediately. Even at standstill.

Sport springs add a good dash of sportiness in terms of visual appearance and driving dynamics by
lowering the ride height by 35 mm compared to the standard springs. TECHART sport springs are
available for Cayenne and Cayenne S without air suspension.
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Limitless freedom and innovative fabrics: high-quality interiors handcrafted
by the TECHART Manufactory.

Handcrafted masterpieces, custom-built. There are no limits in the design of the Porsche Cayenne
Interior thanks to the TECHART Saddlery. From punctual highlights to a uniquely designed TECHART
interior, created of supple, natural leather.

Signature features for the Cayenne are custom made TECHART sport steering wheels or individual
refinement of standard Porsche steering wheels. The combination of painted surfaces, leather and
Alcantara segments as well as carbon fiber trims, matching pipings, stitchings and perforations creates
an endless variety of options. Needless to say that standard features such as multifunction, paddle
shifts or steering wheel heating are maintained.

And while fine leather has always been a renowned TECHART specialty, a novelty in the range of
premium interior refinement is the processing of natural virgin wool – a genuine upholstery fabric of
outstanding quality. The premium material is hard-wearing and breathable. At the same time, it is
matchless in terms of softness and naturalness. Manually processed in the Cayenne's interior,
the harmonious overall appearance of the woven fabric does not only create a unique look and feel, but
it also creates amazing homelike interior acoustics.
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TECHART Automobildesign. The Brand. The Company.

TECHART Automobildesign GmbH, with its headquarters in Leonberg near Stuttgart, sets global
standards in terms of premium refinement for Porsche cars. Founded in 1987, TECHART has been
living this passion for over 30 years. With consistent implementation of own ideas and developments,
high quality standards and continuous brand development, the company became an internationally
renowned trademark with sales partners all over the world.
TECHART’s product range offers refinement options for any Porsche model and every section of the
vehicle : aerodynamic improvement and exterior styling, technical optimizations such as engine
powerkits, exhaust systems, wheels, suspensions or assistance systems, as well as bespoke interior
personalization, manufactured by TECHART’s inhouse saddlery and upholstery shop.
Approved as an internationally registered vehicle manufacturer and certified as Authorized Economic
Operator (AEO-F) by the European Union, TECHART is the premium brand for the refinement of
Porsche cars worldwide.

Contact
TECHART Automobildesign GmbH
Press- & Media Service
Roentgenstrasse 47
71229 Leonberg
Germany

Kevin Rohrscheidt
Phone: +49 (0)7152 9339 29
E-Mail: k.rohrscheidt@techart.de
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